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About This Game

Special Agent Jim Power-The supernatural alien, Vaprak, threatens to defeat our world which is the last planet that stands
between him and a dimensional vortex. This vortex leads to a fifth and, up until now, lost dimension. If he succeeds in defeating
us, he will destroy our world, opening a gateway for his kind as well as the strange mutating effect that this dimension has on all
organic life forms. His forces are far too strong for us to defeat in a frontal attack which is why we must send you to slip past

his Omni-eye scanners and make an assassination attempt on the greatest evil that man has ever known. It will take absolutely all
of your wits and skill but it is imperative you reach his fortress and send him back to the sulphurous plane from whence he

came.

Game purchase includes-

-Original PC version
-Original SNES Version

-Enhanced SNES Version
- Enhanced SNES Version has had the gameplay polished.

- Hit hearts have been added, as well as the "3D" parallax scrolling has been turned off between other things.
-Original Unreleased Sega Genesis Version

-Unreleased Sega Genesis version coming in future update

Future DLC-

-High Quality Soundtrack by Chris Huelsback!
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-8 bit NES version!
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Digital Concepts
Publisher:
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A really short VN, but enjoyable. I liked the noir style and I\u2019d definitely read another VN like this one. Get it on a sale
tho, since it\u2019s really short and not so worth paying the full price.

5\/10.. A Titan Quest clone. So Diablo's grandclone. Great graphics, but the gameplay isn't very innovative. The story is new,
and the game isn't bad. It's just not worth paying for if you already own Titan Quest.

It is definitely different from Titan Quest, but not different enough that I don't feel like an idiot for buying them both. In Titan
Quest, you click a button to choose your class. In Numen, you "role-play" your class choice. How you play through the
beginning of the game determines what class of character you play. Numen feels more like a single-player MMO, whereas Titan
Quest feels more like a proper Diablo clone.

C+. Not bad, just not unique.. Very pleasant and fun experience.

You play as a grandfather telling stories of his young ages in Old West to his little grandson, and "slightly" making them better.
There were two bandits? Let's say there were two hundred! One shot - one kill? No, some guys took all 10 bullets in their heads
before their death. Reloading the gun? Who the hell are thinking about reloading while you're being ambushed from 6 sides at
one moment and the only thing you have is your loyal gold trustworthy revolver that could also reflect bullets? Two guns, right,
there were two.

10 hurting index fingers out of 10. Highly recommended.

Played with HTC Vive.. Terrible, but better than H1Z1.. As has been said in a few other reviews, an obvious port direct from
mobile phone. That being said, it is much easier for this old bloke to play on PC, mostly because PC screen is much easier to see
:P

Good graphics, sound and it plays almost exactly like it shows in the clips and pictures.

Keep in mind that it *will* get very grindy during the game, saving up to unlock slots on ships, not to mention getting new ships
themselves can take some time, of course you CAN throw money at the game to do this, but you don't NEED to.

At this point in time I am fairly certain that it can be completed without spending any real money, even if I have not gotten that
far, there are a LOT of levels, 60+ and still counting so far.

TIP: Missile\/Strategic weapons all have a limited amount of shots, Laser and Kinetic weapons don't, so make sure to mix them
up on your ships.

TIP: Check your weapon ranges. A good setup is to have long range missiles along with middle and close weapons. Those
missles will fire off almost right at the start of a battle.

TIP: Once the *really* powerful Lasers\/Kinetic weapons become available, you don't need to have the strategic weapons
anymore, so switch them out for one of those.. A SHARK BATTLESHIP! Need I say more? Not satisfied? Fine.. when I died it
said "you killed Sirius, want a cookie?". Great experience. I liked it. Keep up the good work.. I can't continue it's too boring.
The story starts off good, but the location is very dull, the gameplay is too tedious, too many things that can be clicked on but
serve no purpose and instead of having one key to back out you have to mouse down to the bottom right corner to click the [X]

Every

Single

Time, again and again again and again again and again again and again again and again again and again.
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1/10. Throw a goat at an enemy, tear his legs off while he\u2019s on the floor and beat other guys up with the torn legs.
10\/10 can\u2019t wait for the arena mode!
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the game is good dont get me wrong but looks nothing like the video or pictures. If you play this game... This is A Must item.
Auto picks up tokens and saves you much time. afk more!!! if you pay anythings. buy this first. Warning!!! picking them up
yourself and you cant go pee or poo without missing them because you to lazy or cheap and could not fork over a few more
bucks and support the game.. This puzzling mystery game is the creation of Jonathan Blow, developer of the award-winning
game Braid.. Made that red haired girl fall into a pit of zombies 10/10. Works, but that's all.

You pick a "job", floor the pedal and brake at the finish. That's all this game is.. LOL this game is super great, need more power
ups and maps. overall 9/11 osama bin laden approve. also you need luck and skill. Honestly, too expensive for such little
content. Get this DLC only when it\u2019s on sale.. Reminds me of similar flash games, only worse and not free. Visuals are so
bad you can't tell foreground from background half of the time. Oxygen is limited so you have to go fast, but even slightly
touching a wall means death. Also, lots of aggressive fish.. Cute, funny, and fun.
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